Coming out of an intense period of communal prayer for
brachot, one bracha we might take note of is that of the steady
growth of our community itself. This growth is something
manifested more than ever during the Tishrei holiday season -not least because of the ever-more-difficult logic puzzle of
fitting everyone into our pre-expansion facility, but also
because the number of people needed to maintain, improve,
and manage the YIOT and its holiday programming seems to
grow in tandem. On behalf of all of us, and in no particular
order, we would like to thank the following members for their
fantastic contributions to the shul and the full-service Yom Tov
experience it provided.


















Avi Lopchinsky, for the deftly executed, incredibly thankless-and, B"H, maximally challenging--job of managing seating.
Gary Steinmetz, head Gabbai, who put in so many
preparatory hours to make everything run so smoothly, as
well as the rest of the Gabbaim: Ari Nat, David Berger, Jeff
Sarasohn, and Michael Gutlove.
the Baalei Tefilla and Baalei Kriah: David Shapiro, Mark
Zomick, Seth Dimbert, Zack Lemonik, Dror Barber, Michael
Wimpfheimer, Ari Nat, Jeff Rosenberg, Steven Penn, David
Greenberg, Elliot Rosenfeld, Arnon Steinhart, Michael
Gutlove, Ari Lifschitz, Yaakov Pultman, Barry Lieberman,
Moshe Lieberman, Eric Schwartz, Sheldon Liebb, Howie
Mazin, Mark Landsman, Jeremy Bienenfeld, Jeff Sarasohn,
Eli Goldberg, and Josh Stiefel.
the Baalei Tokea: Jeff Mendelson, Zack Lemonik, Steven
Penn, and Ron Siesser.
Rabbi Mark Landsman, Michael Gutlove, and Dror Barber for
their inspiring words on Yom Kippur.
Rebecca Jesin and Leora Lowe, for managing the Youth
programming during the Yamim Noraim. Thank you as well
to Malki Gerstle and the Youth Committee for all of their
wonderful programming.
Maggid Larry Stiefel, for adding wonderful Torah content to
the Yamim Noraim groups, as well as daveners and assistants
Sarah Koolyk, Seth Greenfield, Eli Katz, Yoni Kaplan, Daniel
Lowe, Neil Greenspan, Sivan Greenspan, Deena Rosenberg,
Gary Steinmetz, and Steven Penn.
Steve Horwitz, Ray Newman, and David Muller, for their
inspiring Yom Kippur Appeal speeches.
Matthew Racer, for managing the Arba Minim sale, as well as
the Hoshanos for Hoshana Rabba.
David Berger and David Siegel for coordinating the
changeover of the paroches and Torah covers.
Jeff Traurig, for organizing and managing the machzorim and
slichos books year after year
Ray & Pam Newman, for the perennial Shemini Atzeret
Kiddush (which we do not take for granted) and for our
beautiful Sukkah.
Gabe Ruben, Yaakov Schulgasser, Yechiel Gerstle, and
Seth Greenfield for reorganizing and cleaning out the social
hall closet to maximize our seating capacity.





















Alon Stempel, for doing so much behind the scenes on
many fronts, and to the entire Kiddush Crew.
Ariel Rothman, Seth Greenfield, and Ron Siesser, for
running the Simchas Torah auctions.
Eli Katz, for helping with so many technological and other
miscellaneous items.
Sarah Koolyk, for once again spearheading the Yom Kippur
Yizkor booklet.
Devora Weinstein, for running the Yom Kippur Appeal.
the Sisterhood (chaired by Deena Rosenberg) for running
the Rosh Hashana honey fundraiser.
the Men's Club (chaired by Adam Dalezman and David
Roher) for the pre-slichos program and BBQ and the
Simchas Beis Hashoeivah.
Candy packers Cindy Koolyk, Eliana Luber, Abby Lowe, Lily
Lowe, Lielle Tsarovsky, Davida Lefkowitz and Hailey Jesin;
and candy machers Ariella Kramarz, Ariana Dalezman, Jen
Babich, Mia Kaplan, Isabella Kaplan, Tzivia Major, Chavi
Major, Ellie Cukor, Jon Mell, Allison Mell, Josh Shor, and
Rebecca Jesin
Leslie Srolovits, for help with so many aspects of the Yom
Tov preparations.
Justin Hod, for helping set up the Sukkah schach &lights.
Lou deCarvalho and his maintenance team for their work
year round and all the extra work during the chagim.
the House (chaired by Zvi Brukner and Shmuel Herman)
and Security (chaired by Benzi Jaffe and Seth Greenfield)
Committees.
the entire YIOT Board for all of their ongoing efforts, and in
particular David Feigenblum for invaluable help around the
Yamim Tovim.
the Executive Board: Seth Greenfield, Labe Feldman,
David Greenberg, Judah Kaplan, Debra Siesser, and Gary
Steinmetz for all of their tireless service.
Janet Hod, without whose mind-boggling productivity,
efficiency, sensitivity and judgment almost none of the
above--nor so much more--would have been possible; and
for her hours upon hours of work every single day.
and of course, acharon acharon chaviv: Rabbi & Chani
Krohn, for leading us and for inspiring us time and again
throughout the Yom Tov season, as well for doing so much
more behind the scenes and throughout the year.
The number of people on this list is staggering, and it
reminds us all that every bit of help is valuable in creating
our inspiring communal experience. As we soon celebrate
what makes the YIOT community unique and strengthens
its bonds further still, on Community Shabbos, let us
appreciate the individuals who helped make this
experience what it was.

